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TEOST Turbo® Test Method - The Evolution
Now at ASTM Ballot Stage
Savant Group Authors: William VanBergen, Technical Development Chemist, and John Bucci, VP of Technical
Development

For the last 50 years, the Savant Group has been an industry leader in developing, manufacturing,
and implementing bench tests used to determine lubricating fluids' physical properties or
performance characteristics. Two examples of several key industry bench tests developed and
manufactured by Savant Group companies are the Thermo-Oxidation Engine Oil Simulation Tests
(TEOST®) used to predict the deposit forming tendencies of internal combustion engines. The
original turbocharger bench test, TEOST® 33C, was developed in the early 1990s to screen engine
oils by their tendency to form coking deposits within the elevated temperature zones of the
turbocharger. Following that, the TEOST MHT® test was developed with the objective of
characterizing the tendency of engine oils to form deposits at moderately high temperatures,
resulting in the correlation with deposits in the piston ring area. Both of these TEOST® tests have
been included in the various ILSAC GF-series engine oil specifications over the decades.
As engine designs have evolved, particularly turbochargers, the need for an additional modification
to the TEOST® platform became evident. Engine design improvements have largely mitigated the
high temperatures that drove the design of the 33C protocol, yet turbocharger deposits persist, so a
lower temperature test was desirable. The TEOST Turbo® Test was then developed for this need.
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One of the primary goals of any bench test is to simulate field conditions accurately. This allows us to
correlate test results with field data more easily. This was the most critical step in developing TEOST
Turbo®. The Turbo protocol combines features of the 33C and MHT methods to better target
conditions of updated turbocharger designs.
The Thermal Model - Modern turbochargers have significantly reduced coking tendencies.
Specifically, turbo-idling continues to cool the turbocharger after shut-down, eliminating the hightemperature zones integral to deposit formation in earlier generations of turbos.
However, field reports have shown that redesigned turbos continue to form oxidative deposits at
lower operating temperatures (around 290°C).
The TEOST Turbo® test operates at the same temperature (290-320°C) that modern turbos operate
within. The resulting deposits that are formed are oxidative in nature.
Flow Path Geometry - Savant engineers had utilized a wire wound depositor rod with a top-down
flow path when designing the TEOST MHT® method, which examines the oxidative deposit
tendencies in the piston ring area of the engine. This allows for a thin film to form as the oil flows
down over the heated depositor rod.
This better simulates the oil wicking behavior in today’s turbos and increases the reaction kinetics of
the oxidation reaction, increasing test sensitivity and thereby reducing the total test time needed to
distinguish oil performance regarding deposit formation.

Figure 2. Comparative Test Results on Turbo Pass/Fail Oils
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Brake Fluid Testing
Whether you are a fleet owner looking to change brake fluid
suppliers or a manufacturer of brake fluids, Savant Labs
understands the U.S. Department of Transportation
specifications for the three main types in use by the
automotive and trucking industry. Those types are DOT-3,
DOT-4, and DOT-5. Both the DOT-3 and DOT-4 are glycolbased fluids, which absorb water, while DOT-5 is siliconbased so it doesn’t absorb water.
Most brake fluids contain unique properties to protect or
enhance the braking system. The tests below may
determine if a brake fluid can protect or enhance the braking
system:
Wet and dry boiling point – High boiling points protect against overheating, brake fade, and
performance decline due to water absorption.
Low-temperature viscosity - At sub-zero temperatures of -40˚C, the brake fluids tend to “thicken”
and it becomes difficult to ensure that it can still flow freely.
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Join Us at NLGI's Annual Meeting
Join us at this year’s NLGI Annual Meeting on September 27-30, 2021 in Tucson, Arizona. It will be
great to see you in person again! We have a lot of information to share around grease testing and
your HPM Grease pre-certification needs.

Follow Us on LinkedIn
Because our On The Horizons newsletter is a quarterly
publication, we often post additional technical information,
news, and events on our Savant Labs LinkedIn page.
Follow us for more information and stay informed.
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